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How does a surgical innovation get taken up in large

geographic regions? A previous study demonstrated that

only perceptions of ‘‘comparative advantage’’ influenced

uptake by surgeons of intraoperative demonstrations of

total mesorectal excision techniques.1 Chassin suggested

that marked differences in surgical procedure rates among

large geographic regions was driven by relative surgeon

enthusiasm.2 Opinion leaders may have an outsized influ-

ence on practice patterns among peers. We concurrently

evaluated the potential role of comparative advantage,

enthusiasm, and opinion leaders on the uptake of laparo-

scopic resection for colorectal cancer liver metastases.

We found that, in Ontario (population 13.5 million),

uptake of this complex and expensive innovation was

haphazard, not driven by comparative advantage, and

appeared mostly influenced by relative enthusiasm among

opinion leader surgeons.3 Deming paraphrased that ‘‘every

system is perfectly designed to get the result that it does.’’4

The Ontario healthcare ecosystem, like parallel systems

around the world, is a complex interplay of stakeholder

actions occurring in economic, political, and social reali-

ties. In the absence of high-quality evidence, in the Ontario

‘‘system,’’ the most pertinent stakeholders driving the

uptake of many surgical innovations are likely surgeon

enthusiasts and instrument companies.

Regarding laparoscopic resection of liver metastases in

Ontario, some patients in low-rate regions are not receiving

an important treatment advance, or in high-rate regions,

resources are being diverted to an ineffective therapy. This

dichotomy can only be conflated through the production of

high-quality evidence, with an important caveat. Enthusiasts

lead most surgical innovation trials, and there is a lack of

blinding, raising the risk of observer bias (e.g., patient trial

arm unconsciously influences treatment decisions). Ideally,

surgical innovations should be evaluated using expertise-

based randomized trials, where patients are randomized to

surgeons expert in the procedure of interest versus the current

standard of care.5 The rarity of such trials demonstrates how

far we must collectively travel to place patient needs at the

center of our health ecosystems—though this is the future.
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